Cabin and Trail
The Heeler Sheet – Trip Feedback Form

Name (Heeler): ___________________________  Class: _______

Name (Co-Leader): ________________________  Class: _______

Trip Description
Trip to: ______________________________ on (date) ___________.

Description:

To be Completed by the Heeler
Describe the issues (logistical and practical) which you encountered in planning and leading this trip. What went well? What have you learned, and what would you do differently?

To be Completed by the Co-Leader
Review the co-lead, and discuss its success with our Heeler. What was executed well? How might the Heeler improve his or her effectiveness as a leader?

Approval of the Co-Lead: ________________  ________  (Sign & Date)

To be Completed by the Mentor
Following your discussions with Heeler and Co-Leader, what comments, suggestions, and observations might you have regarding the trip?